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0. Introduction

Let (Xy A) be a topological pair, and r : (X, A)->(Xy A) be an involution.
For a triple (Xy A, T), R.E. Stong [7] defined the notions of the unoriented
equivariant bordism groups 3l*(Xy A, τ) and $l*(Xy Ay T), and studied their
properties.

In this paper, we consider oriented analogues of 5R*(X, A, τ) and 9ί*(X,
Ay T). For a fixed involution (Xy Ay r), let (My μy f) be a triple with M a
compact oriented diίferentiable manifold with boundary, μ : M^>M an
orientation-preserving [resp., -reversing] differentiable involution, and / : (M,
dM)^(Xy A) a continuous equivariant map. We define for two such triples
to be equivalent, or bordant in the same way as [7] but we consider oriented
manifolds and orientation-preserving [resp., -reversing] involutions as bordism.
We let Ω*(X, Ay T) [resp., Ω*(X, Ay τ)] be the set of equivalence classes by this
relation. These become graded Ω-modules in the standard way, where Ω is
the oriented cobordism ring. As in [7], considering only fixed-point free
differentiable involutions, we define also graded Ω-modules &%(Xy A. T) and
άϊ(X, A, T).

If A is empty, we write ΩJ(X, r) for ΩJ(X, Ay r), and so on.
The main results of this paper are as follows.
In section 2, we obtain

Proposition 1. ΩJ( ), Ώj( ), Ωj( ) and &*( ) are equivariant
generalized homology theories on the category of pairs with involution and
equivariant maps.

In section 3, we introduce "equivariant cobordism groups" Ω%{Xy Ay T)
and ΩΪ(X, A, T) by using of suitable equivariant Thorn spectra, and we prove
the following dualities of Poincare type.

Proposition 2. Let (X, Ay T) be an involution on a compact pair (Xy A)
such that X—A is an n-dimensίonal oriented manifold without boundaryy and
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τ\X— A : X—A-^X— A is a fixed-point free differ entiable involution. Theny if
T IX— A preserves orientation,

&\(X, A, T) » Ω^k(X-A, T) (« 4+-.(X-^, T))

Ωi(X, A T) ̂  n-.k(X-Af T) (^ 4 " - ^ - ^ , T))

<z/zJ z/ T I J ί — A reverses orientation,

£li(X, A, T) » Ωn-_t(X-^, T) ( » 4 - - * ( ^ - ^ , T))

Ωi(X, ^ , T) » Ωn

+_tfX-^( T) ( « έt+_JίX-A, τ».

In section 4, we explore nature of the fixed-point set of involutions. For
this purpose, we introduce the graded Ω-modules SΪJ(X, A) and Sl^(X, A)
for any pair (X, A), which are defined to be the set of equivalence classes of
triples (f->M, 0, /) wherein ζ-+M is a vector bundle over a compact manifold
M with boundary, Q is an orientation of the Whitney sum £ φ τ M , τ M the
tangent bundle of M, and/ : (M, dM)-+(X, A) is a continuous map. We have

Proposition 3. The triangles

&i(X, A, T) - ^ Ωί(Z, ^ , T), Δ^X, A, r) - ^ Ω ; ( Z , ^ , T)

%ϊ(Fτ,Fτf)A) %*(FT>FT[)A)

are exact, where Fτ is the fixed-point set ofry k* forgets freeness, F is obtained by
taking the normal bundle of the fixed-point set, and S is obtained from a sphere
bundle construction.

In section 5, we define the Smith homomorphisms Δ : Ω%{X, A, r)
-> &ϊ(X, A, T) and Δ: ά*(X9 A, T) -> άj(AΓ, A, r), which are of degree - 1 ,
and prove

Proposition 4. The triangles

άi(X, A, T) - ^ ά^X, A, T), άϊ(X, A, T) - ^ άi(X, A, r)

Ω*(X, A) Ω*(X, A)

are exact, where X* forgets equivariance, 1 -f-T* sends [M,f] into [M L)M,c,/U τf\,
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c the involution changing components, and 1— r* sends [M,f] into [ M U ( - M ) , c,

f U τf], —M the manifold with reversed orientation of M.

In section 6, we study connection between our oriented equivariant bordism
groups &*(X, Ay T), Oj(X, A, T) and Stong's unoriented equivariant bordism
group yl*(X, Ay T), and we obtain the exact triangles of the type of Dold [5].

Proposition 8. The triangles

Δi(X, A, τ)e#*(X, A, r) -(-̂ Λ ά+(X, A, r)
\

and

< t a A, T)®&^X, A, T) V^l άχχt A, r)

(β,d)\ /F

&*(*, A, T)

are exact, where 2 is the multiplication by the integer 2, 0 is the zero homomorphismy

F forgets orientedness9 and 3 and d are of degree —1 and —2, respectively.

The author wishes to express his thanks to Professors M. Nakaoka and
F. Uchida, and Mr. K. Shibata for their useful suggestions and criticisms for
writing this paper.

1. Definitions

Let an involution (X, Ay T) be fixed. We consider a triple (M, μy f) with M
a compact oriented differentiable manifold with boundary, μ : M-+M an
orientation-preserving [resp., -reversing] differentiable involution, a n d / : ( M ,
dM)->(X> A) a continuous equivariant map. We identify (M, μ,, /) with
(M'y μ'y /') if and only if there exists an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism
φ : M^M' such that μ'φ=φμ and f=f'φ. (My μ, /) is called bordαnt to (M',
μ'yf) if and only if there exists a 4-tuple (W, V, v, g) such that W and V are
compact oriented manifolds with boundary, dV=dM U —dMr (disjoint union) and
dW=M UFU —M' (glueing the boundaries), v : (Wf V)->(W> V) is an orienta-
tion-preserving [resp., -reversing] differentiable involution which restricts to μ
on My and μ' on M\ and g : (Wy V)-*(X, A) is a continuous equivariant map
which restricts to / on M, and / ' on M'. We denote the bordism class of

(M, μ, f) by [M,μ9f].
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Let ΩJ(X, A, T) [resp., Ωj(X, ^4, r)] be the set of bordism classes by this

bordism relation. Then Ω%{Xy ^4, T) [resp., Ω%{X, ̂ 4, T)] is made an abelian

group by the disjoint union of triples, and a graded group by the gradation

given by the dimension of the manifold M. For any class [My μyf] in ΩJ(X,

Ay T) [resp., Ω*{Xy A, T)], and [A/"] in the oriented cobordism ring Ω, we define

where π1 : MxN-^M is the projection to the first factor. This makes Ω%{X,

^4, T) [resp., Ωj(X, ^4, T)] a graded Ω-module.

Considering only fixed-point free orientation-preserving [resp., -reversing]

differentiable involutions as μ, μ/, vy--y we may also define a graded Ω-module

άϊ(X, A, τ)[resp., &ϊ(X, A, r)].

2. Equivariant homology theories

Let Jίn{Xy Ay T) denote one of Ω£(X9 A, r), Ω~(X, ^ , T), ά+(X, A, τ)

and ^ήί-X'j A, T). Given an equivariant map g : (Xy A, τ)-»(X', A', τ7), we

define a homomorphism Jίn(g) : Jίn(X, A, r)^Mn{X'y A\ τ') by sending

[My μy f] into [M, μy gf\. We also define a homomorphism 3M : Mn{Xy A, τ)->

3ίn_x{Ay T) by sending [M, ^, /] into [3M, //,, / ] . We then have

Proposition 1. (1) If gy g' are equίvarίantly homotopίc maps, then Mn(g)

(2) // £/ is an invariant open set with t / c l n t ^4, 4̂ closed, then the inclusion

i : (X— Uy A— U)->{Xy A) induces an isomorphism 3ίn(ϊ) : Mn(X— Uy A— U, T)

->3in(Xy Ay T).

(3) The sequence

, r) Ά Jίn(X, r) *Vl Mn{X, A, T)

with {Ay φ, T) -> (X, φ, T) -> {Xy Ay T) ίA^ inclusίonSy is exact.

The proof is an obvious repetition of the proof given by Stong [7], taking

care of orientability and orientedness.

REMARK. This makes {Mny dn} an equivariant generalized homology

theory on the category of pairs with involution and equivariant maps, as defined

by Bredon [2].

3. Dualities of Poincare type

In this section, we define the "equivariant cobordism groups" Ω*{X, A, T)
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and Ωί(X, A, T) by using of suitable equivariant Thorn spectra, and prove that
there are dualities of Poincare type between these cobordism groups and the
bordism groups in the previous sections.

Let ESO(n)->BSO(ή) be the ^-dimensional universal oriented vector
bundle, and MSO(ή) be its Thorn space. We may consider BSO(n) as the set
of all n-dimensional oriented subspaces in the infinite dimensional euclidean
space R°°, and ESO(ή) as the set of pairs (v, H) with v a vector in an n-
dimensional oriented subspace H in R°°. Then we define involutions as bundle
map ύ, in : ESO(n)-*ESO(n) by ύ(v, # ) = ( * , H), L~(V, H)=(Ό, -H), -H the
subspace with the reversed orientation of H.

REMARK. ESO(n)lίή^BSO{ή)βn is the w-dimensional universal unoriented
vector bundle, where ~ιΰ is the involution on BSO (n) covered by ιή.

Lemma 1. Let E^B an n-dimensional oriented vector bundle with a fixed-
point free involution (a, cc) as bundle map such that B is paracompact or Bjcί is
paracompact and HausdorffΌ. Then, if a is orientation-preserving, there exists an
equivariant bundle map φ : (E, a)^(ESO(n), c^), and if a is orientation-reversing,
there exists an equivariant bundle map φ : (E, a)—*(ESO(ή), tή). In the both cases,
moreover, φ uniquely exists up to equivariant bundle homotopy.

Proof. If a is orientation-preserving, the Lemma is clear, since E/a
is also an oriented bundle. If a is orientation-reversing, we obtain a diagram
of bundle maps

E

E\a

B\a

I
B

ESO(n)

BSO(n)

BSO(n)\ϊ-

in which/! is a classifying map of E->B,f2 is that of E/a-^Bja, f1 and f2 are
bundle maps covering/! and/2, respectively, and the each slant arrow is the
natural projection to the orbit space. The upper and lower squares are
homotopy commutative by universality. We may deform these homotopy com-
mutative squares to be strictly commutative, since the slant arrows are double
coverings, i.e., fibrations. The Lemma thus follows.

If B is paracompact, then Bja is so. Conversely, if Bja is paracompact and HausdorfT,
then B is paracompact.
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Let TE denote the Thorn space of a vector bundle E^>B. Let a be an
involution on E as bundle map. We also denote the involution on TE induced
from a by α. This will cause no confusion. We then have the following
Corollary.

Corollary 1. Under the same assumption as Lemma 1, if a is orientation-

preserving, there exists an equivariant map ψ : (TE, a)-*(MSO(ri), Cn), and if

a is an orientation-reversing, there exists an equivariant map ψ : (TE, a)->(MSO

(ft)> *rΓ) In the both cases, moreover, as a map induced from a bundle map, ψ is

unique up to equivariant homotopy.

Let X be a space with base point *, and T : X-+X be an involution with

base point preserving. We then define the suspension ^X=Xx [0, 1]/* X [0,1]

U l X {0, 1} of X, and the involutionΣτ : J^X-^^X induced by r x 1.
We obtain equivaniant maps

K : (ΣMSO(n), ΣW) - (MSO(n+l), <n

+

+1)

and h~ : (%MSO(n), X>") - (MSO(n+1),

as follows, hn is obtained from a bundle map ESO{ri)xRλ->ESO(n-\-\), and
h~ is obtained by applying Corollary 1 to the involution (ESO(n)xR\ ι~X 1).
We can now define the equivariant spectra

MSO+ = {(MSO(n), 4), K)

and MSO- = {(MSO(n), t'), h~} .

For any (X, A, T), we define

\{X, A, T) = lim^KΣW^l), Σ*τ), (MSO(n+k),
L(X9 A, T) = lim,^[(Σ"(^/^), Σ ^ ) , (MSO(n+k),

where [ , ] denotes the equivariant homotopy set. Then Ωj( ) and Ωΐ( )
are equivariant generalized cohomology theories on the category of CW-pair
(X, A) with cellular involution T whose fixed-point set is a subcomplex of X,
and equivariant maps (see Bredon[2]).

REMARK. By the definition, we can easily see Ωΐ(X, A, l)=Ω*(X, A), and
Ω*(X, A, ί)=0, where Ω*(X, A) is the cobordism group of a pair (X, A)
defined by Atiyah [1].

Proposition 2. If (X, A, T) is an involution on a compact pair (X, A) such

that X—A is an n-dimensional oriented manifold without boundary, and τ\X—A :

X—A-^X—A is a fixed-point free differentiable involution, then ifr\ X—A

preserves orientation,
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Ω*(Xf A, T) « Ωn

+_*(X-A τ)(« Δί.^X-iί, T))

Ωi(X, A T) ̂  Ω"_,(X-^, τ)(« Δ-_,(X-^ί, T)) ,

and if τ \ X—A reverses orientation,

Ω*(-Y, A, T) ̂  Ωϊ_k(X-A, τ ) ( ^ ά-_k(X-Ay T))

Ωi(X, A T) ̂  Ωn

+_,(X-^, τ)(« ώ£_Λ(X-iί, T)) .

REMARK. For any involution (Y, Z?, σ) with σ fixed-point free, we can
easily see ΩJ(Y, B, σ) ̂  ώj(Y, fi, σ ) and Ωj(Y, JS, σ)«Δ;(Y, β, σ ) . In
more general, if the fixed-point set Fσ of σ is contained in By the above
isomorphisms also exist by Proposition 3.

We prepare the following Lemma for the proof of Proposition 2.

Lemma 2. Let Dr be an r-dimensional disc. For any involution (Xy Ay T),
there is an equivaήant homeomorphism

( Σ r ( i μ ) , ΣΓ τ )« (Xχz>7-Yx8Z>ru-4χzr, τ χ i ) .

Outline of the proof of Proposition 2. The proofs of isomorphicness in
four cases are similar, so we suppose r\X— A preserves orientation and [My μy

/ ] e Ω ί (X-Ay τ). We consider if : (M, μ) -M> ((X-A)xO, τ χ l ) - U
( ( Z - i ) χ Z ) r , τ X l ) F ° r large r, there exists a diίϊerentiable imbedding
g : (M, / i ) - > ( ( I - i ) x f l r , τ χ l ) which is equivariantly homotopic to if and
satisfies g(M) Π (-X"— A) X dDr=φ. Let iV be the the normal bundle of gy and
7W be its Thorn space. Then we have an equivariant map ψ : (2W, <ί(τχl))
-> (MSO(n+r—k)y Ln+r-k) by Corollary 1. Let a be the composition

(Σr(X/A)y Σ rτ) «(XχD'/XxdD'UAxDr

y τχl)

- ^ (ΓiV, rf(τχ 1)) —

where, identifying a disc bundle of N with a tubular neighborhood T of g(M)y c
is the collapsing outside T> and the identity on T. Sending [My μy f] into the
class of α, we have the desired isomorphism.

4. Nature of the fixed-point set

In this section, we obtain an oriented analogue of Proposition 2 in [7],
Let a pair (Xy A) be fixed. We consider a triple (£->M, Qy /), wherein ζ->M is
a vector bundle over a compact manifold M with boundary, Q is an orientation
of the Whitney sum £ Θ T M , T M the tangent bundle of My and / : (M,
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is a continuous map. We identify (ζ-+My 0,/) with (£"->Λf', 0',/') if and
only if there is a bundle isomorphism

Φ

M

such that 1) φ is a diffeomorphism, 2)fφr=fy and 3)
preserves the orientation. Let — (ζ-*M, 0, /)=(J->Λf, —0, /).

A boundary operator 3 is defined by

d{ζ->My 0, f) = (ζ\ dM^dM, 30, f\ dM).

The orientation 30 of (£|9M)0T a A f is defined as follows. If v is the normal
bundle of dMczM, then (ζ®rM)\dM=(ζ\QM)®τ^M®v inherits an orientation
from 0. 30 is the orientation which is compatible with those of (ζφτM)\dM
and vy v being oriented by the inner unit normal vector.

If fJ->M? ( i = l , 2) are /^-dimensional vector bundles over w-dimensional
compact manifolds, then (£*->Λίϊ, Oly fx) is bordant to (ff-^ΛfJ, 02> Λ) if and
only if there is a 4-tuple (ζk-+Wn+1, Vn

yQJ) such that 8V=dM1[jdM2

(disjoint union), dW=M1{jV{jM2 (glueing the boundaries), / : (W, V)
->(X, A), d{ζ->Wy Oyf)\Mx={ζ^M» 0,,/,), and d(ζ^W, OJ)\M2=-(ζ2

^M2, 02, / 2). Denote a bordism class by [ζk^M'\ 0, / ] , and the set of such
bordism classes by A(k, n\ (X, A)). This is an abelian group by the disjoint
union. We can now define the graded Ω-modules

9 A), where ?U(X, A)=®2k+n=mA(2ky n; (X, A)), and
A)y where ^~(Xy A)=φ2k+,+n=mA(2k+ly n; (Xy A)).

§t+(pt, 1)=SI in the notation of [3].
The fixed-point set Fμ. of a differentiable involution μ :M->M is a

manifold with boundary dFμ=Fμ. Π 9Λf. Let ̂  be the union of the m-dimen-
sional components of Fμy and vm be the normal bundle of F? c M. Then
F™=φy if μ, is orientation-preserving and m is odd, or μ, is orientation-reversing
and m is even. Therefore we can define homomorphisms F : ΩJ(X, A, τ)->
%i(FτyFτΠA)y and F: Ω*(X, Ay τ)-,^(Fτy FτnA)y by sending \M\ μy f]
into θm=o[^m->ί1μ> Oiffj/I^1?]* where Qm is the orientation restricted by that
ofM.

We also obtain homomorphisms S : ϊ tJ(F τ , Fτΐ\A)->έl%(Xy Ay r), and
S:^(Fτy Fτf]A)^Δi(Xy Ay r), of degree - 1 , by sending [ f ^ M , 0, /]
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into [S(ζ), a,fπ], where S(ζ) is the associated sphere bundle to ζ> this is
canonically oriented by 0, a is the antipodal bundle involution on S(ζ), and

Letting k* : άj(X, A, τ)->ΩJ(X, A, T), and β* : Δ S (Z, ^ , τ)->Ωj(Z, A T)

be the homomorphisms induced by forgetting freeness, we then have

Proposition 3. The triangles

&UX, A, T) -tϊ+ Ωί(X, A, T), 0;(X, A, T) *U Ω ; (X, Λ, T)
5 \ A s\ JF

are exact.

This is proved by the same technic as [7], so we omit the proof.

5. The Smith homomorphisms

Let (Sk, a) be the antipodal involution on the β-dimensional sphere. The
Smith homomorphisms in the oriented case are defined as follows. For a triple
(M, μ, /) with μ free, and large k, there is an equivariant map λ : (M, μ) ->
(Sk

9 a) which is transverse regular on Sk~\ We set N=X~~\Sk~1), then N has
the orientation induced from M. The involution μ\N : N->N is orientation-
preserving if μ is reversing, or reversing if μ is preserving. Sending [M> μ, f]
into [N, μ\N,f\N], we obtain the Smith homomorphisms Δ : &*(X, A, T)
->&*(X, Ay r), and Δ : &i(X, A, τ)->ά+(X, A, r), of degree — 1 .

REMARK. We easily check that any element in the image of Δ is of order 2.

We also define homomorphisms X*: &%(X, A, τ)-+Ω*(X, A) and
J7* : άϊ(X, A, r ) ^ n * ( X , A) sending [M, μ,/] into [M,/], l + τ # : Ω#(X,i4)
^£l%(X,A,τ) sending [M,f]into[M\jM9c,f\Jτf\, c the involution changing
components, and 1— r* : ΩHC(-X", ̂ 4)->^j(X, A, T) sending [M, /] into
[MU(—M), C , / U T / ] , —M the manifold with reversed orientation of M.

Proposition 4. ΓÂ  triangles

, ^ , r), ή ;(Z, ^ , T) — * ά+(Xt A, r)

Ω*(X, A) tl*(X, A)
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are exact.

The proof is entirely parallel to the proof in the unoriented case [7],
taking care of orientability and orientedness, so we omit the proof.

6. Connection between ά%(X, A, r), άj.(X, A, τ) and $l*(X, A, T)

Wall [8] defined the subring <$Jl of the unoriented cobordism ring 5i, and
the homomorphism 3 : WI-+Ω of degree — 1 , and he obtained the exact triangle

where 2 is the multiplication by the integer 2, and F is the homomorphism
forgetting orientation. Dold [5] generalized this exact triangle and obtained the
exact triangle

(2,0)

In this section, we obtain exact triangles of the type of Wall and Dold in
our equivariant case.

If η is an w-dimensional vector bundle, the determinant bundle, det η, is
the line bundle An(v) giving by the n-fold exterior power of the bundle η. We
easily see the followings: det ( ^ φ ^ ) ^ d e t η® det η\ if p is a line bundle then
det p=p, and if θ1 is a trivial line bundle then det (η(B 0x)^det η.

Considering the determinant bundle of the tangent bundle rM of a manifold
M, det τ M is oriented if and only if M is oriented. Therefore, if M is oriented
and we give a Riemannian metric on M, we canonically have the trivialization
det τM^MχR\ Then we obtain

Lemma 3. If μ : M->M is an involution on an oriented manifold M, then
μ is orientation-preserving or -reversing if and only if det dμ=μX 1 or det dμ=
μ X (—1), respctively.

Let ξ^RP{^o) be the universal line bundle, and a : M^RP(oo) be a

classifying map of det τM. If M is compact, then a(M)(zRP(r) for some ^"^0.

Such a is called an RP(r)-structure of M,
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Let an involution (Xy A, τ) be fixed. We consider a 4-tuple (M, μ,f, α),

wherein (M, μ,f) is a triple with μ free in the previous sections but M is

unoriented, and a is an equivariant RP(l)-structure of M satisfying ccodtt dμ

=cί or αo(—det dμ)=a for some bundle map cί covering a> where —det dμ

= ( - l ) o d e t dμ. We identify (M, μ,f, a) with (ΛP, μ\f, a') if and only if

there is a diffeomorphism M^M' which is equivariant under μ and μ/, / and

/', and a and a'. We identify det τ 9 M with detτv |3M by the inner unit

normal vector. Then we define that (M, μ> /, a) is bordant to (ΛP, μ', /', α')

if and only if (M, μ, /) is bordant to (M\ μ', /') with bordism (W, V> v, g) in

the sense of Stong [7], and W has an equivariant JRP(l)-structure β satisfying

j5\M=ΰί and β\M'=a'y where ά, a\ and /5 are bundle maps covering a, af

and /?, respectively. We may define the graded 3JΪ-modules Sΰl£(X, A, T) and

9Kϊ(-Y, A, T) by dividing the sets {(M, μ,/, α)|αodet J μ = ά } and {(M, μ,/,

α)|^o(—det dμ)=a} by this bordism relation, respectively.

There are homomorphisms F : $t£(X, A T ) - ^ * ^ , ^ , r) and F : $l;(X,
^4, T ) - ^ ^ ^ , A, T) which forget an i?P(l)-structure.

Proposition 5. The two homomorphisms F are monk. Moreover, the image

of F is direct summand of $l*(Xf A, T).

Proof. It is sufficient to construct homomorphisms Φ : yl*(X, A, T)

-+WIUX, A T) and Φ : $t*(X, A, T)-+UΪ(X, A, T) satisfying Φ F=id.

Let S denote one of the signs + and —. Given a class [M, μ, /]e9c*(X,
A, r), there is an equivariant bundle map h: (det rMy £ det dμ)—>(ξr, 1), where
ξr is the canonical line bundle over RP(r)y r large, and 1 is the identity
bundle map of ξr. Let h : (M, μ)->(RP(r)f 1) be the map covered by h, and
φ : RP(r)xRP(l)->RP(2r+\) be the usual imbedding given by

Then we have an equivariant bundle map

^ 6άttdμ®l)-+(ξ2r+19 1)

φo(hχl)

ΛΛ

in which ® denotes the external tensor product. By means of a homotopy we
may equivariantly deform φo(hχ 1) to θ which is transverse regular on RP(2r),
We set N=θ~1(RP(2r)). Let v be the involution on N which is restricted by
the involution μ x 1 on M χ P P ( l ) . Let g : N-+X and a : N-+RP(l) be the
compositions
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— M-U X

and N c—> tfx PP(1) -^-> PP(1), respectively.

We have an equivariant bundle map a : (det τN9 £ άttdv)^{ξly 1) which covers
a. We can see this as follows. The normal bundle of RP(2r)aRP(2r+l)
is ξ2r. Let vN be the normal bundle of NdMχRP(ί). We then have an
equivariant bundle isomorphism (vN> d(μ X l))^(det τM(g>ξly £ det dμ® 1) on N.
Therefore,

(τΛrθ(det τ M ® ^ ) , <^0(£ det ^ ( g l ^ ^ ^ x ^ 1 , JμX 1) on N,

where θ1 is the trivial line bundle over RP(1). Taking det and tensoring
Λ Λ

(det rM®ξlf det dμ®\) on both sides, we have (det T^, £ det dv)^(Mxξίy

μ X 1) on iV, since, in general, if (77, σ) is a line bundle over B with involution
σ, (v®V, o®σ)^(BχR1

y σxl), σ the involution covered by σ. This implies
that the desired a exists. By the above, a 4-tuρle (iV, v, g> a) represents the
class in ^ ( X , A, τ). We then define Φ[M, μ, f]=[N, v, g, ά\.

We prepare the following definitions and a Lemma for the proof of ΦF=
id. Let K : RP(3)->RP(3) be the diίfeomorphism sending homogeneous
coordinates [xQ, xly x2, x3]^RP(3) into [#o+#o> ^o+^i> ^0+^2) ̂ 0+^3]^RP(3).
Then /c is homotopic to the identity of i?P(3). We set

^ , - 0} ,

and PP(2) - {[Λo> *„ 0] e i?P(3)} .

Lemma 4. L ί̂ M be a manifold and a : Λf->RP(1) i^ a differentiable
/y V 1

the composition θ=/coφo(aχl) : MxRP(ί) > RP(l)χRP(l)

-^-> RP(3) - ^ RP(3) is transverse regular on RP(2).

Proof. aX 1 is transverse regular on H (see Stong [6] p 152). κ,φ is also
transverse regular on RP(2), and /cφ(H)aRP(2). Then θ is transverse regular
on i?P(2).

For a given [M, μ,,/, α]e9Tί^(X, A, r), we may construct a representative
(JV, 1;,^, /?) of Φ[M, μ,/] by ^ o r ( α χ l ) , i.e., N=Θ-\RP{2)). Let <r be
the involution on PP(1) sending [xQy #J into [-Λ;1} X0]. Then N={(m, σa(m))
e M χ P P ( l ) } , and (JV, ι/, ^, β)=(Mf μ,f σά) by the diffeomorphism N->M

A

sending (m, σα(m)) to m. [M, μ,/, <τα] = [M, μ,/, α] in Wl%(Xy Ay T), since
Q is homotopic to the identity of RP{\). This implies ΦF=id<
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We define homomorphisms p: Aj(J5f, A, τ)->9ftJ(X, A, τ) and p: Ωj(X,

4̂, T) ̂  SJJiĵ X", 4̂, T) by p[M, μ, /]=[M, μ, /, t], where c is the constant map

such that c(M)=pzΞRP(l) (pφRP(0)).

We also define a homomorphism 3 : $l*(Xy A, τ ) ^ Δ j ( X , A, T) of degree
— 1 as follows. For a given class [M, μ , , / ] ^ ^ * ^ , 4̂, T), there is an equivariant
bundle map a: (det τ M , det dμ)->(ξr, 1) for large r such that the map a covered
by a is transverse regular on RP(r— 1). We set N=a~\RP(r—ί))y then JV is
orientable and its orientation is uniquely determined up to sign. The involution
μ\N on JV preserves orientation by Lemma 3. Let T(N) be a tubular neigh-
borhood of iV in M, and W=M- Int T(N). Then (W, μ \ W, f \ W) is a bordism
from 2(JV, μ\N,f\N) to zero, if we nicely deform / by means of homotopy.
We may then define the homomorphism 3 by sending [M, μ,f] into [N, μ\N,
f\N]. We also define a homomorphism 3: $l*(X, A, τ)-+ά#(X, A, T) of
degree —1 in the same way as the above but we replace det dμ by —det dμ.

We then obtain the exact triangles of the type of Wall.

Proposition 6. The triangles

&t{X9 A, T) > &ϊ(X, A, r), Ω;(Z, A, T) >&Ϊ(X, A, τ)

are exacts

Proof. It is easy to see that p2=0 and 3Fp=0. 23F=0 is already seen.
In the below, let £ denote one of the signs + and —.

Ker p c l m 2. If [M, μ, f]e&%(X, Ay T) and p[M, μ,/]=[M, /,,/, c]=0y

there is a bordism (W, v, g, β) with boundary (M, μ,/, ί:). We equivariantly
deform β to be transverse regular on RP(0), keeping on M fixed, and set
N=β~\RP(0)). Then (JV, i/|iV,£|iV) represents a class in ώs*(X, ^ , T). A
tubular neighborhood of iV in ίΓ is of the form Nx[— 1, 1]. We deform
g so that g\Nx[—l> l]=(g\N)°π1 on a tubular neighborhood Nx[—ί, 1]
of iV in W. Then 2(iV, ^|iV,^|iV) is bordant to (M, /x,/) with a bordism

K e r S F c I m p . If [M, /x, /, a] G 501*(-Ϊ, 4̂, T) and 9F[M, /x, /, a] =
[iV, μ I iV, / I Λ^J^O, there is a bordism (PF, ẑ , g) with boundary (JV, μ\N,f\ N).
Let / deform so that f\Nx[—l, 1] = (f\N)oπx on a tubular neighborhood
iVx [— 1, 1] of N in M. Let F be the manifold formed from Mx [— 1, 1] and
W^χ[— 1, 1] by identifying a tubular neighborhood (iVxl)x[— 1, 1] of iVχ.1
in Mx 1 with the submanifold JVx [—1, 1] of Wx [—1, 1]. Define an involu-
tion σ on V by σ=μX\ on Mx[— 1, 1] and σ = ^ x l on Wx[—1, 1], and
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an equivariant map h: (V, σ)^(X, T) by h=fπλ on Mχ[— 1, 1] and h=gπx

on W x [ - 1 , 1]. Also define L = (Mx l-(JVx l ) x ( - l , 1)) U Ŵ X {-1, 1}.

Then (L, σ|L, h\L) represents a class in &%(X, A, r). We then have

Ker 2 c I m 9 F . If [M, / I , / ] G ^ ( Z , ^ , τ ) and 2[M, μ,f] = 0, there is a

bordism (W, vy g) with boundary 2(M, μ,/), i.e., 9Ŵ  contains two copies M_x

and Mx of M. Let [—1,1] be a neighborhood of i?P(0) in RP(\) with

jRP(0)=0e[—1, 1]. We may obtain an RP(l)-structure a oί W such that

α(FF) = Λ P ( l ) - ( - l , 1), a(M_1)=-l, a(M1)=l, and αo£det * ; = = « , « a

bundle map covering a. Let L be the manifold formed from Mx [—1, 1] and

W by identifying i l ί x ( - l ) and Mxί with M_x and M1? respectively. We may

also obtain a desirable equivariant RP( l)-structure β of L such that β is the

projection to the neighborhood [—1, 1] of RP(0) on Mx[— 1, 1] and /3=α on

IF. Define an involution σ on L by σ=μX 1 on M x [—1, 1] and σ=z/ on W9

and an equivariant map h: (L, σ)—>(X, T) by h=fπ1 on M x [—1, 1] and h=g on
Λ

W. Then (L, σ, h, β) represents a class in yJl%(X, A, r), and dF[L, σ, A, yS] =

[M, μ, / ] , since /? is transverse regular on RP(0). The Proposition thus follows.

REMARK. In the special case (X> A, τ)=(pt, φ, 1), from the exact triangles,

2 F
we have the exact sequences Ω*(Z2) > Ω*(Z2) > 9ϊ*(Z>) in the notation of

F
Conner-Floyd [4], and 0 >Ωj(Z2) >%1*{Z2) in which Ωj(Z2) is the cobor-

dism group of fixed-point free orientation-reversing involutions.

Being given a class [M, μj/JeSJc^X, A, r), we have a classifying map

a: M-+RP(r) of detτ M for large r such that α is transverse regular on RP(r—2)

and aμ=a. Then we have a homomorphism rf: vl*(X> A, τ)-^vl*(X, A, T) of

degree - 2 which sends [M, μ, /] into [ΛΓ, μ | iV, /1N], where N=a-\RP(r-2)).

Proposition 7.

0 >ς>ΰlϊ(Xy

0 >U*(X,

exact.

The sequences

A,τ)-^+ύlt(X,

A, T) > ύl*(X,

• A,τ)

,A,τ)

f(X, A, T)

ι.(^, A, T)

—-o,

» 0

Combining these exact sequences with the exact triangles in Proposition 6,

we obtain the exact triangles of the type of Dold.

Proposition 8 The triangles
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and

are exact.

Proof of Proposition 7. F is monic by Proposition 5. dF=0 is easy, for

if [M, μy/, a](=W*(X, A, T), a representative {N,μ\N,f\N) of JF[M, μ,/, α]

is constructed by a: M->RP(l)y so iV is empty.

Ker dalmF. If [M, μ,/]eΞ$*(X, A T) and d[M, μ,f]=[Nyμ\NJ\N]
=0, there is a bordism (fF, z>, #) with boundary (iV, μ\N,f\N). There is an
equivariant bundle map oί: (detτM, £ det dμ)-+(ξr, 1), for sufficiently large r,
such that the map a covered by el is transverse regular on RP(r—1) and
RP(r-2). We set L=α" 1 (ΛP(r- l)) and N=a-\RP(r-2)), then we obtain
equivariant bundle isomorphisms (v(NaL), dμ)^(dtt τ M , £ det dμ) \ N^(dtt τN,
£ det d(μ I iV)), where v(N c i ) is the normal bundle of NczL. Since r is large,
we have an equivariant bundle map J3: (det rW) £ det dv)->(ξr_2, 1) which is
compatible with cί on JV through the above bundle isomorphism. The disc
bundle D(ξr_2) associated to ξr_2 may be considered as a tubular neighborhood
of RP(r-2) in RP(r-1). Therefore we may consider J9: D det Tw->RP(r-1).
Let (<p, λ) be the induced bundle 9> with the induced involution λ over
D det T ^ from (£,_„ 1) by ^. Then we have (φ, λ) | (D det T^, £ det d(μ \ N))
^(p(LaM)y dμ)\(Dv(Nc:L)J dμ).

Let M be the manifold formed from Mx [0, 1] and D(φ) by identifying the
appropriate part of D(φ) with that of the tubular neighborhood of Lx 1 in Mx 1

D{φ)
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by the above isomorphism. Define an involution β on M by β \ M X [0, 1]

=μXl and μ\D(φ)=X, and an equivariant map / : (M, μ)->(X, τ) by

/ | M χ [ 0 , 1 ] = / ^ and f\D(φ)=gππ', π and TΓ' the appropriate bundle projec-

tions. We set M'=dM— Int(Mx 0 U dMx [0, 1] U D(φ) \ F), F=the closure of

dW~Ny μ'=μ IM', and / ' = / 1 M ' . Then (M\ μ\ /') is bordant to (M, μ, /)

with a bordism (M, /£, / ) in $l*(Xf A, T).

Now nothing remains but to see that Mf has a desirable i?P(l)-structure.

There exists an equivariant bundle map 7: (det r^, £ det dμ)-+(ξr> 1) such that

the map 7 covered by 7 is the composition anλ on Mx[0, 1] and β: D(φ)->

D(ξr_1)aRP(r) on £>(<£>), β the bundle map covering /?. For this is clear on

M χ [ 0 , 1], while on Z%>), we have (det τ D W , 6 det rfλ)^τr*(^, λ) where

π: D(φ)-+D det T ^ is the bundle projection. We then obtain an equivariant

bundle map γ': (det τM/, 8 det dμ')^(ξry 1) such that the map γ' covered by 7'

is the restriction of 7 to M'. Let identify the associated disc bundle Dv(NaL)

of v(N dL) with a tubular neighborhood of N in L, and let SdetTV be the

associated sphere bundle of det τw. Let Z/ be the submanifold of M' which is

the union of L—Int (Dv(N czL)) and Sdetr^, i.e., U is the part of the dotted

lines in the above figure. Then L'=y'~\RP{r— 1)). Since RP(r)—RP(r—l)

is contractible, we may equivariantly homotope 7' to the composition

c T(j'\L')

Mf •7V(Z/cM/) w +Tξr_1=RP(r)y where Tv{L'ciM') and Tζr_λ are

the Thorn spaces, c is the collapsing, and T{jf \ U) is induced from a bundle

map covering 7/ |L/. Since RP(r—l)—RP(r—2) is also contractible, we may

equivariantly homotope y'\L' to a point map. So T(γ\L') is homotoped to

Tv(LfdM') -> T{lr_x I one pt)=i?P(l). This implies M / has a desirable i?P(l)-

structure.

Finally, d is epic. Let [M, μ, /] e^*(X, ^ , r). Let Γ 0 = P det T j i r ^ % M ,

F ^ P ί d e t ^ e ^ - ^ M , and Γ2=P(det τ M 0 ( 9 2 ) - ^ M be the projective

space bundles associated to det τ M , det τM@θx and de tτ M 0^ 2 , respectively,

where θ1 and θ2 are the trivial bundles over M of dimension 1 and 2, respectively.

Then V0ciV1czV2 is a sequence of submanifolds with involution vo=Pdet dμ,

vx = P(det dμ(&\) and z/2 = P(det dμ®\), respectively. Let a0: (Vo, v0) -+

(RP(r)y 1) be the classifying map of detτVz\V0. Since the normal bundle of

V0(Z Vx is the canonical line bundle over Vo, we may extend a0 to a map from a

tubular neighborhood of Vo in V1 to that of RP(r) in i?P(r+l). Further, we

may extend it to a classifying map ax: (V19 v1)->(RP(r+l)9 1) of detτV2\V1

which is transverse regular on RP(r) and ar 1 (^^W)= v^ s i n c e PP(^+1)—PP(r)

is contractible. (See Wall [9] for detail.) Exactly as before, we may extend a1

to a classifying map a2: (V2, v2)->(RP(r-\-2), 1) of det τV2 which is transverse

regular on RP(r) and ai\RP(r))= Vo. Then we have d[V29 v2Jπ2]=[V0, vojπo]
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for [V2f v2, fπ2]<=$l*(X, A, r), and [VOy v0JπQ]=[M, μj] by τr0. The Propo-

sition thus follows.
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